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ARTICLE

Evidence and quantitative evaluation of tensile maturation
strain in flax phloem through longitudinal splitting1

Tancrède Alméras, Anna Petrova, Liudmila Kozlova, Joseph Gril, and Tatyana Gorshkova

Abstract: The stems of flax (Linum usitatissimum L. cv. ‘Mogilevsky’) contain many gelatinous fibers in their phloem.
These fibers are important for the mechanical stability of the plant as well as for industrial applications. Gelati-
nous fibers are known to have a motor function in the xylem of trees and in many plant organs. This function
arises from the so-called maturation strain, i.e., the tendency of the gelatinous layer to shrink during fiber
maturation, resulting in a state of residual tensile stress. However, the occurrence of tensile maturation strain in
flax phloem fibers remains to be demonstrated, and its magnitude has never been evaluated. Here we present a
novel method to highlight and quantify this strain. The method consists in splitting a stem segment longitudi-
nally, and measuring the curvature of the half segments through their opening distance. By using a mechanical
model, the maturation strain can be calculated from the curvature, the dimensions of the component tissues, and
their elastic properties. The model is validated by the agreement between model predictions and observations. The
splitting experiment provides qualitative evidence that flax phloem develops tensile stress during maturation,
just as xylem gelatinous fibers do. Calculations enable quantitative estimation of the maturation strain. The
magnitude of this strain for the material studied is, on average, –1.5%.

Key words: flax, bast fibers, gelatinous fibers, tension, stem splitting, maturation strain.

Résumé : Les tiges du lin (Linum usitatissimum L. cv. ‘Mogilevsky’) contiennent plusieurs fibres gélatineuses dans
leur phloème. Ces fibres sont importantes pour la stabilité mécanique de la plante de même que pour ses
applications industrielles. Les fibres gélatineuses sont connues pour avoir une fonction motrice dans le xylème des
arbres et dans plusieurs organes végétaux. Cette fonction provient de ce que l’on appelle une tension de matura-
tion, c’est-à-dire la tendance de la couche gélatineuse à se contracter lors de la maturation des fibres, donnant lieu
à un état de contrainte de traction résiduelle. Toutefois, l’existence d’une tension de maturation par traction dans
les fibres du phloème du lin reste à démontrer, et son ampleur n’a jamais été évaluée. Les auteurs présentent ici
une nouvelle méthode qui permet de mettre en évidence et de quantifier cette tension. La méthode consiste à
scinder un segment de la tige de manière longitudinale et à mesurer la courbure des demi-segments par la distance
de leur ouverture. En utilisant un modèle mécanique, la tension de maturation peut être calculée à partir de la
courbure, des dimensions des tissus constituants et de leurs propriétés élastiques. Le modèle est validé par la
concordance entre les prédictions du modèle et les observations. L’expérience de scission fournit une preuve
qualitative que le phloème du lin développe une contrainte de traction lors de la maturation, tout comme le font
les fibres gélatineuses du xylème. Les calculs rendent possible une estimation quantitative de la tension de
maturation. L’ampleur de cette tension pour le matériel étudié est de −1,5% en moyenne. [Traduit par la Rédaction]

Mots-clés : lin, fibre du liber, fibres gélatineuses, tension, division de la tige, tension de maturation.

Introduction
Flax plants, like other fiber crops, have straight stand-

ing stems with a high height to width ratio (Goudenhooft
et al. 2019). The ability of such long but narrow stems to
withstand both external mechanical loads, like that pro-

vided by wind, and internal mechanical loads, like those
originating from growth, is considered to be linked with
the development of bast (phloem) fibers (Gorshkova et al.
2012). Unless the specific properties of such fibers are
taken into account, stem slenderness in such plants is
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higher than the predicted theoretical limit (Bourmaud
et al. 2018).

Flax fibers belong to the so-called “gelatinous fibers”
that are widespread in plants of many taxa, can be pres-
ent in various plant parts, and are described as “plant
muscles” (Gorshkova et al. 2018). They have special com-
position and architecture of the cell wall, which is
named either the G-layer of secondary cell wall (Clair
et al. 2019), or tertiary cell wall (Gorshkova et al. 2018).
The effects provided by such fibers include visible organ
contraction, as observed in roots and hypocotyls of geo-
phytes (Fisher 2008; Schreiber et al. 2010), or in aerial
roots (Fisher 1982; Abasolo et al. 2009), as well as the
formation of stem curvature in the course of negative
gravitropic reaction, like in tension wood of most angio-
sperm tree species (Dadswell and Wardrop 1955; Alméras
et al. 2009). Most of these effects are caused by the gelat-
inous fibers developed in the xylem tissues of an organ.
The mechanical stress needed to position plant parts is
induced by cellulose microfibril tension that develops
during the formation of the gelatinous fiber (Clair et al.
2011). The emerging tensile maturation stress is evi-
denced through the strains that occur when the stress is
artificially released, sometimes called “released matura-
tion strains”. Maturation strains have been detected and
quantified in tree stems using several approaches, in-
cluding extensometers (Clair et al. 2006a; Jullien and Gril
2008), strain gauges (Yoshida and Okuyama 2002; Clair
et al. 2013), X-ray diffraction (Clair et al. 2006b, 2011), and
inverse methods based on measuring curvature (Alméras
et al. 2009, 2018).

In many herbaceous species, for example in the major-
ity of fiber crops, like flax, hemp and ramie, gelatinous
fibers develop within the phloem (Gorshkova et al. 2012;
Bourmaud et al. 2018). The impressive mechanical prop-
erties of phloem fibers are quite renowned (Bos et al.
2002; Aslan et al. 2011; Tanguy et al. 2016; Arnould et al.
2017; Ahmed and Ulven 2018); their importance for stem
mechanical performance has been demonstrated in nu-
merous studies (Goudenhooft et al. 2017, 2018, 2019;
Baley et al. 2018; Réquilé et al. 2018). However, “muscle
type” effects of phloem fibers, which are linked to the
development of tension, are not as apparent as in the
case of organ contraction or stem curvature provided by
xylem fibers. Presence of tension in stems with phloem-
located gelatinous fibers can be assumed, because of
similarities between the general composition and archi-
tecture of their cell walls and those of gelatinous fibers in
wood (Mellerowicz and Gorshkova 2012; Gorshkova et al.
2012, 2015), but this state of tension has never been con-
clusively demonstrated, and its magnitude has never
been evaluated.

At least two problems arise when trying to evaluate
the maturation stress in the phloem of fiber crops. The
first is how to measure residual strains on such small
stems. Methods routinely used for tree stems cannot be

used directly on small stems, because of the finite size of
the sensors. The second problem concerns the relation-
ship between released strain and maturation strain.
When released strain is measured at the surface of tree
xylem, it is assumed to be equal to maturation strain.
This assumption is justified because developing xylem
located just below the bark is prevented from straining
during maturation by the stiff inner core of mature xy-
lem (Archer 1986). Therefore, the mechanical state of the
xylem located at the periphery of wood is equal to that
set by maturation, and the released strain consequently
equals the maturation strain. The case of fiber crops may
be a bit different. Because developing phloem fibers rep-
resent a large proportion of stem stiffness compared to
the stiffness of other component tissues (Goudenhooft
et al. 2018), the fibers are not completely prevented from
straining during their maturation. Part of the stress set
during maturation is expressed in vivo, because non-
negligible contraction of the whole stem occurs in re-
sponse to maturation stress. This contraction will set
compressive stress in xylem and reduce the tension in
phloem: only a fraction of the initial maturation stress in
the phloem remains and potentially contributes to arti-
ficially released strains. Thus, even if the problem of
measuring the residual strain on a small stem is over-
come, the measurement will underestimate the native
maturation strain.

Here we present an original method to overcome these
problems. The basic principle consists in splitting the
stem longitudinally in two halves. If the component tis-
sues are differentially stressed, then the two halves will
bend, and mechanical theories make it possible to link
the curvature to the state of stress of the tissues. This is
an easy way to get around the problem of measuring the
strain by measuring the curvature instead. It also avoids
the problem of in vivo expressed strains. Indeed, the
in vivo expression of phloem tensile stress during plant
maturation occurs through the contraction of the stem,
thereby compressing the xylem. The level of compressive
strain set in the xylem is a marker of the in vivo ex-
pressed strain. While the stem is being split, the com-
pressive stress in the xylem will also help bend the two
halves of the stem. By jointly modeling the problem of
in vivo strain and the problem of stem splitting it be-
comes possible to evaluate the native maturation strain
from a measurement of the curvature of a split stem.

We applied this method to stems of flax plants — one
of the best examples of highly developed gelatinous
fibers located in the stem phloem. The stages of flax
fiber formation have already been well characterized
(Gorshkova et al. 2003), enabling us to choose the appro-
priate portion of the stem for the analysis. Flax only has
primary phloem fibers that originate from procambium
close to the apical meristem (Esau 1943), so interpreting
the measurement is not complicated by the develop-
ment of secondary phloem fibers.
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In this article, we use the splitting method to highlight
and measure the maturation strain in phloem gelatinous
fibers of flax stems. We describe the principles and the-
ory behind the method, and demonstrate that flax
phloem fibers develop strong tension during their mat-
uration.

Materials and methods

Modeling phloem maturation and the splitting
experiment

General framework
The stem is assumed to be made of two concentric

layers (xylem and phloem) and a central part represent-
ing the pith (Fig. 1A). The mechanical contribution of the
pith is neglected. As the stem (and the stem segment) is a
slender structure, we set the problem in the framework
of beam theory, neglecting end effects. We are only in-
terested in the longitudinal component of stresses and
strains. We model the longitudinal stresses and strains
that appear in the tissues in response to two successive
phenomena: the induction of maturation stress in
phloem, and the longitudinal cutting of the stem seg-
ment. The maturation stress is modeled as an inelastic
stress (analogous to a thermal stress) that appears in the
phloem in response to physical and chemical changes
occurring in the cell walls. Otherwise, the component
materials are considered elastic, characterized by their
moduli of elasticity Exyl and Ephl for xylem and phloem,
respectively. In the two problems (maturation stress in-
duction and stem splitting), the system is not subject to
external actions, and elastic strains appear in such a way
that the field of stress becomes self-balanced.

Modeling phloem maturation and in vivo strain
We assume here that xylem is already mature during

phloem maturation. Because phloem is much stiffer
than xylem (Réquilé et al. 2018), we assume that any
initial stress in xylem has much lower magnitude than
the stress induced by phloem maturation, and can con-

sequently be neglected. Let �phl
matur be the maturation

strain of phloem, i.e., the virtual strain that would occur
in phloem during maturation if it was not impeded by
surrounding material. The reference state for definition
of this strain is the stem just before phloem experiences
maturation strain.

In response to this maturation strain, some elastic
strains and stresses appear in the stem. Because the stem
is modeled as a beam and the situation is axisymmetric,
the field of strain will be uniform within the stem sec-
tion. Let �stem

in vivo be the strain of the stem that occurs
in vivo in response to phloem maturation. Let �xyl

in vivo and
�phl

in vivo be respectively the in vivo state of stress of xylem
and phloem. The elastic behavior of the tissues implies
that the stress in xylem is proportional to stem strain:

(1) �xyl
in vivo � Exyl�stem

in vivo

The stress in phloem results from its elastic behavior
with pre-strain:

(2) �phl
in vivo � Ephl��stem

in vivo � �phl
matur�

The condition for equilibrium is that the sum of all
stresses on the section is null:

(3) ��
xylem�phloem

�in vivodA � 0

where dA is an elementary surface area of the section.
Injecting constitutive eqs. 1 and 2 into eq. 3, and solving
for �stem

in vivo (see Appendix A for a detailed demonstration),
we obtain:

(4) �stem
in vivo � �phl

maturEphlAphl/(ExylAxyl � EphlAphl)

where Ayxl and Aphl are respectively the surface area of
xylem and phloem. Let cphl be the relative contribution
of phloem to axial stiffness, defined as:

(5) cphl � EphlAphl/(ExylAxyl � EphlAphl)

The in vivo strain can be expressed as a function of the
maturation strain and the relative contribution of
phloem to stem axial stiffness by injecting eq. 5 into
eq. 4:

(6) �stem
in vivo � cphl�phl

matur

Finally, the in vivo state of stress of the tissues at equi-
librium is obtained by injecting eq. 6 into eq. 1 and eq. 2:

(7a) �xyl
in vivo � cphlExyl�phl

matur

(7b) �phl
in vivo � (cphl � 1)Ephl�phl

matur

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic representation of a flax cross-section
comprising three concentric layers: pith, xylem, and
phloem. The dashed line represents the cutting line for
the splitting experiment, located at a distance d from the
center of the section. (B) Opening a stem segment after
asymmetric splitting: a is the opening distance at the end
of the right half of the segment. [Colour online.]
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Modeling the splitting experiment
The splitting experiment consists of cutting a segment

of a mature stem longitudinally. We assume that the
cutting occurs in any line of the section (not necessarily
through its diameter) located at a distance d from the
section center (Fig. 1A), then compute the curvature that
appears in a given half segment (Fig. 1B). The curvature is
the change in angle along the segment per unit length.
When the cutting occurs, the axial symmetry of the prob-
lem is canceled so that the initial field of stress �in vivo

(resulting from tissue maturation and in vivo strain) is no
longer at equilibrium. In response to this imbalance in
stress, a field of strain �split appears in the half segment.
Because the problem is not axisymmetric, this field of
strain is not uniform and depends on the position (x, y)
within the section (Fig. 1A). Let �split be the field of stress at
equilibrium. The elastic behavior of the tissues implies that:

(8a) �split(x, y) � �xyl
in vivo � Exyl�

split(x, y) inside xylem

(8b) �split(x, y) � �phl
in vivo � Ephl�

split(x, y) inside phloem

According to Bernoulli’s hypothesis, the field of strain
within a half-stem section is a plane (meaning that the
magnitude of strain depends linearly on the coordi-
nates). Because of the mirror symmetry with respect to
the X-axis (Fig. 1), the curvature will only appear around
the Y-axis, so that:

(9) �split(x, y) � �pith
split � xC

where �pith
split is the strain at a reference position taken at

the center of the pith (or its virtual position if the pith is
not contained in the half-section) and C is the curvature
that appears in the half segment after splitting.

The conditions for static equilibrium of the half-
segment are:

(10a) ��
half section

�splitdA � 0

(10b) ��
half section

x�splitdA � 0

By injecting eq. 8 and eq. 9 into eq. 10 (see Appendix A
for a detailed demonstration), the conditions for equilib-
rium are reduced to the following system:

(11) � Exyl Jxyl
0 � Ephl Jphl

0 �Exyl Jxyl
1 � Ephl Jphl

1

�Exyl Jxyl
1 � Ephl Jphl

1 Exyl Jxyl
2 � Ephl Jphl

2 ���pith
split

C �
� ��xyl

in vivo� Jxyl
0

�Jxyl
1 � � �phl

in vivo� Jphl
0

�Jphl
1 �

where Jxyl
i and Jphl

i are the moments of area of the tissues
within the half section, defined as:

(12a) Jxyl
i � ��

half xylem
xidA

(12b) Jphl
i � ��

half phloem
xidA

Injecting eqs. 7a and 7b into eq. 11, we obtain:

(13) � Exyl Jxyl
0 � Ephl Jphl

0 �Exyl Jxyl
1 � Ephl Jphl

1

�Exyl Jxyl
1 � Ephl Jphl

1 Exyl Jxyl
2 � Ephl Jphl

2 ���pith
split

C �
� �phl

matur��cphl�Exyl Jxyl
0

�Exyl Jxyl
1 � � �1 � cphl��Ephl Jphl

0

�Ephl Jphl
1 ��

We denote R as the inverse of the (symmetric) stiffness
matrix, and V as the right-hand vector. The strain at the
pith and curvature can be expressed as a function of
phloem maturation strain:

(14) ��pith
split

C � � �phl
matur�R11 R12

R12 R22
��V1

V2
�

Finally, the maturation strain of phloem can be ex-
pressed as a function of the curvature of the half segment:

(15) �phl
matur � C/�R12V1 � R22V2�

Using the model to estimate phloem maturation strain
Computation of maturation strain from eq. 15 requires

three kinds of data: the moments of area of the phloem
and xylem parts; the moduli of elasticity of the phloem
and xylem tissues; and the curvature of the half segment.
The moments of area of the cut rings can be computed
from their inner and outer radii and the cutting distance,
using formulae provided in Appendix A, and applying
them successively to the xylem ring and the phloem ring.

From eq. 15, it can easily be shown that the maturation
strain does not directly depend on the moduli of elastic-
ity of phloem and xylem, but only on their ratio. Réquilé
et al. (2018) measured the moduli of elasticity of phloem
and xylem in flexural tests on flax stem segments and
obtained a mean value of 55.8 GPa for the phloem tissue.
They obtained a mean value of 9.2 GPa on xylem samples
containing pith. This yields an estimated value of be-
tween 10 and 12 GPa for the xylem tissue once the con-
tribution of the pith is removed. Although these values
were obtained on dry stems, we assume that the ratio of
the modulus of elasticity between phloem and xylem is
the same as in the green state, taking a value of 0.2 for
the Exyl:Ephl ratio. A sensitivity analysis on this parameter
will be performed to evaluate the consequences of this
approximation.

The curvature can be quantified from the opening dis-
tance of each half segment (Fig. 1). The half opening dis-
tance is obtained by double integration of the curvature,
assumed to be constant along the split length:
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(16) a � ��
0

L

C(z)dz �
1
2

L2C

where a is the half opening distance, L is the split length, C
is the curvature, and z is a position along the segment
(counted from the base of the split portion). The curvature
is therefore computed from measurements by inversion of
this relation:

(17) C �
2a
L2

For a symmetric cut, 2a represents the total opening dis-
tance.

Experiments

Plant material
Flax plants (Linum usitatissimum L. cv. ‘Mogilevsky’)

from the collection belonging to the All-Russian Flax Re-
search Institute (Torzhok, Russia) were grown in boxes,
with a 50 cm layer of soil, in the open air, under natural
light, and with daily watering. Plants 55–70 cm in height
at yellow ripeness stage (100 days after sowing) were used
for the experiments. At this stage of plant development,
the elongation growth of all phloem fibers in a stem has
ceased, and these cells thicken their cell wall (Gorshkova
et al. 2003) (Fig. 2A). Fourteen segments of stem 5 cm in
length were collected at a height of 20–30 cm above the
ground for the stem splitting experiments.

Stem splitting
The top 4 cm of the 5-cm-long segments were cut lon-

gitudinally to split the segment into two longitudinal
halves (leaving the basal one cm of the segment unsplit)
(Fig. 2B). The cut was made through a diameter and was
therefore symmetric. To measure the opening distances,
each segment was placed on graph paper (for better scal-
ing) and imaged using a digital camera within one min-
ute of splitting to exclude the influence of drying.

Cross-sections were immediately cut above and below
the studied 5-cm-long segments, and then imaged under
a light microscope. The stem, cambium, and pith radii as
well as opening distance were measured using ImageJ
1.52n software (Schneider et al. 2012). The sections were
cut immediately above and below the studied segments
to check whether the radii changed. Changes did not
exceed 10%, therefore average values of radii were used
in further calculations for each segment.

Results

Parametric study of the model
The direct model (eq. 14) computes the curvature (and

therefore, by combining it with eq. 16, the opening dis-
tance) of each of the two half segments from the matu-
ration strain of phloem, the moduli of elasticity of the
tissues and their moments of area (which depend on the
radii of tissues Rpith, Rcambium, and Rstem, and the cutting
distance d, as detailed in Appendix A). From these equa-

Fig. 2. Scheme of the experiment: (A) sample collection; (B) stem splitting; (C) cross-section analysis. [Colour online.]
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tions, it is apparent that the opening distance is propor-
tional to the maturation strain. It can also be shown that
the opening distance does not depend on the magnitude
of the moduli of elasticity, but only on the ratio of mod-
uli of elasticity. However, dependence on other parame-
ters is more difficult to predict from the equations. We
therefore performed a parametric study of how the
opening distance responds to these input parameters
(Table 1). Parameters were set at reference values and
varied one by one. The reference values for the stem
dimensions were close to the values measured experi-
mentally (Table 2). The reference value for the ratio of
moduli of elasticity was consistent with data in the liter-
ature (Réquilé et al. 2018). The reference cutting distance
was zero, i.e., a symmetric cut. The reference for the
maturation strain of phloem was arbitrarily set at –1%.

The response of the opening distance to input param-
eters is shown in Fig. 3. The response of the opening
distance to the stem size (tissue proportions kept con-
stant) is negative (Fig. 3A). This means that there is a size
effect in the problem: all other parameters being con-
stant, a bigger stem will have a lower opening distance.
The opening distance directly depends on the size of the
stem, not just on its dimension ratios. A similar size
effect has been demonstrated in wood (Alméras and
Fournier 2009; Alméras et al. 2018).

The response to the relative radius of the cambium
(and therefore to the thickness of the phloem ring) is
non-linear (Fig. 3B). It shows a maximum close to the
experimentally observed value. The opening distance
tends to zero in the two limit cases (values of 0.6 and 1.0)
corresponding respectively to negligible xylem thick-
ness and negligible phloem thickness. The response to
the pith relative radius (for a given relative radius of
phloem) is negative, meaning that the opening distance
is larger if there is more xylem (Fig. 3C). The limit case for
a value of 0.9 corresponds to the case in which the xylem

thickness is negligible. In this case, the opening distance
tends to zero.

The response to the ratio of moduli (Fig. 3D) is non-
linear and shows a maximum near 0.5. Near the refer-
ence value of 0.2, the slope is quite strong, meaning that
the result will be sensitive to the value set for this ratio.
The opening distance tends to zero near a modulus ratio
of zero, i.e., if xylem is not rigid. Taken together, the
responses of the opening distance to the dimension ratios
and modulus ratio show that the segment only opens if both
tissues contribute to stem stiffness: if one tissue has negli-
gible thickness or stiffness, no opening occurs.

The response to the cutting distance is shown in
Fig. 3E. The opening distances of each side are shown
along with the total opening distance. The opening dis-
tance of the small side is always larger than that of the
big side. This difference between the opening distances
of the two sides increases with the cutting distance. The
total opening distance behaves grossly like the small
side. It is maximum when the cut is made in the middle
of the xylem. In this case, the opening distance is approx-
imately 3 times that of the symmetric cut.

Experimental validation of the method
Figure 4A shows the typical appearance of a split flax

stem segment. The opening of the segment is obvious
and qualitatively demonstrates that some tension is in-
duced in flax phloem during maturation. Indeed, the
parametric study demonstrated that, for given tissue di-
mensions and modulus of elasticity, the opening dis-
tance is proportional to the maturation strain of phloem,
so that no opening would occur if the maturation strain
was zero.

Figure 4B shows an example of an asymmetric cut
performed on a flax stem segment. It can be seen that the
smaller split part has more curvature than the bigger
part, and that the total opening distance is much larger
than the opening distance obtained with a symmetric
cut. These observations are in accordance with predic-
tions made from the parametric study (Fig. 3E), and tend
to validate the model.

The parametric study revealed that the opening dis-
tance strongly depends on stem dimension (Fig. 3A). Vari-
ations in the opening distance obtained experimentally
are shown in Fig. 5A as a function of stem radius. An

Table 1. Range of values used for the para-
metric study.

Reference
value Range

Rstem (mm) 1.0 0.5−2.0
Rcambium:Rstem 0.9 0.6−1.0
Rpith:Rstem 0.6 0.0−0.9
Exyl:Ephl 0.2 0.0−1.0
d:Rstem 0 0.0−1.0
L (mm) 40 —
�phl

matur –1% —

Note: Rstem, radius of the stem; Rcambium, radius
of the cambium (defining the thickness of phlo-
em); Rpith, radius of the pith (defining the thick-
ness of the xylem); Exyl, modulus of elasticity of
xylem; Ephl, modulus of elasticity of phloem; d,
distance from the cutting line to the center of the
section; L, length of the longitudinal cut; �phl

matur,
maturation strain of phloem.

Table 2. Flax stem parameters from cross section analysis
and calculated values of phloem maturation strain.

Parameter Value

Opening distance (a; mm) 8.53±5.19
Stem radius (Rstem; mm) 0.93±0.18
Cambium radius (Rcambium; mm) 0.80±0.17
Pith radius (Rpith; mm) 0.53±0.16
Cambium relative radius (Rcambium:Rstem) 0.87±0.05
Pith relative radius (Rpith:Rstem) 0.57±0.07
Phloem maturation strain (�phl

matur; %) –1.51±0.53
Note: Values are the mean values ± SD; n = 14.
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inverse relationship is obtained, very much like the pre-
dicted trend.

This clearly shows that it is not advisable to use the
raw opening distance as a proxy for maturation strain. If

the opening distance had been used as a proxy for mat-
uration strain, here we would conclude that it correlates
with stem radius, whereas the correlation we observed is
simply due to a “size effect”: for a given maturation
strain, the opening distance is smaller if the stem radius
is larger. To account for this effect, it is necessary to
carry out the calculations described in the present ar-
ticle, and to estimate the maturation strain rather
than directly analyze the opening distance. Matura-
tion strain is not subject to a size effect, so the matu-
ration strain of stems of different sizes can be
compared directly. Actually, once the maturation
strain is computed, one can see that it does not corre-
late with stem size (Fig. 5B).

According to the parametric study (Figs. 3B and 3C) the
proportion of xylem and phloem may have a strong in-
fluence on opening distance, and hence, on calculated
strain. Our experimental data indeed show substantial
variations in the stem, cambium, and pith radii among

Fig. 3. Results of the parametric study. Response of opening distance to variations in (A) stem radius; (B) cambium relative
radius, defining the proportion of phloem in the stem; (C) pith relative radius, defining the proportion of xylem in the stem;
(D) ratio of moduli of elasticity; (E) relative cutting distance (distance of the cutting line from the center of the stem divided by
stem radius) in the case of an asymmetric cut. [Colour online.]

Fig. 4. Observed opening of a flax stem segment after
symmetric splitting (A) and asymmetric splitting (B).
[Colour online.]
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plants (Table 2). However, the ratios between these val-
ues demonstrate much less variability, indicating that
the proportions of the tissue remain relatively constant
in different plants at the same stage of development.
This probably means that the difference in maturation
strain values are not directly determined by the propor-
tion of tissue.

Discussion

Model limitations and possible error sources
The splitting experiment demonstrates that flax

phloem is under tension, and that this tension is enough
to bend a flax stem. This bending can be observed exper-
imentally because the distribution of tissues, and there-
fore of stresses, are neither uniform nor axially
symmetric within a half section. Our inverse calculation
enables the calculation of the relevant parameter caus-
ing this bending, i.e., the maturation strain of phloem.
The estimated maturation strain of flax phloem ranges
between –0.9% and –2.5%, with a mean value of –1.5%.
This maturation strain occurs inside the living plant dur-
ing the maturation of phloem. As phloem distribution
has axial symmetry within the living stem, maturation
results in an axial contraction rather than in bending.
This contraction is the part of phloem maturation strain
that is expressed in vivo. Our calculation (numerical ap-
plication of eq. 5 and eq. 6) shows that approximately
two thirds of the maturation strain is expressed in vivo.
This implies that only one third is still present as residual
strain in the mature stem. Therefore, a hypothetical di-
rect measurement of residual strains on the phloem part
of the stem would largely underestimate the native value
of the maturation strain. Our inverse method makes it
possible to retrieve the initial value of the maturation
strain, by taking advantage of the compressive stress ap-
pearing in xylem in response to the in vivo axial contrac-
tion of the stem.

However, this method relies on the measurement of
input parameters (such as the dimensions and properties
of the tissues) and the applicability of the hypotheses
underlying the calculation. The parametric study pro-
vides information on the sensitivity of the results to in-
put parameters. The non-dimensional sensitivity of each
parameter was computed as the ratio of the relative vari-
ations in the output (opening distance) to that of the

input parameter. As the estimated maturation strain lin-
early depends on the opening distance, these figures also
apply to the estimation of maturation strain.

The non-dimensional sensitivity to the stem radius is
1.0, meaning the 1% error on the radius reflects a 1% error
on estimated maturation strain. The non-dimensional
sensitivity to the relative dimensions of the tissue is 2.0
for the pith relative radius and 3.8 for the cambium rel-
ative radius. The sensitivities are higher than 1, showing
that experimental error is amplified by the dependence
on these parameters. However, the stem dimensions can
be measured with good accuracy so that uncertainty on
these parameters is probably the largest source of uncer-
tainty in this experiment.

The distance of the cutting line from the center of the
section should be controlled and set homogeneously
along the cut segment. Both the parametric study
(Fig. 3E) and the experimental results (Fig. 4) show that
the opening distance can be strongly affected by asym-
metrical cutting. However, for a symmetric cut, the sen-
sitivity is zero (i.e., the response is flat, see Fig. 3E). This
means that a small error in the cutting distance has al-
most no effect on the results. This low sensitivity is
rather robust: for example, if the error on the distance is
10% of the radius, then the relative error on the esti-
mated maturation strain is only 3%.

We used literature data for the ratio of moduli of elas-
ticity of the tissues, and the parametric study (Fig. 3D)
showed that the response is sensitive to this parameter.
This parameter was set at 0.2 (i.e., phloem was assumed
to be five times stiffer than xylem) and its non-
dimensional sensitivity is 0.4. This means that, if the real
value of this parameter was 0.25, then the estimated
value of maturation strain would be reduced by 10% of its
value. This would change the estimates slightly, but not
the order of magnitude.

Another possible source of error is the applicability of
hypotheses underlying the model. For example, we as-
sumed that the section is sufficiently described by three
layers (pith, xylem and phloem). The presence of other
tissues such as cortex and epidermis was neglected. Pith
stiffness was also neglected. These hypotheses seem rea-
sonable for the flax variety we studied, but should be
reconsidered if a different material is studied. We also

Fig. 5. (A) Opening distance of split flax stems at yellow ripeness stage as a function of stem radius. (B) Calculated maturation
strain values as a function of the stem radii.
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made simplifying assumptions regarding the matura-
tion of the tissues, namely that the xylem was fully ma-
ture during phloem maturation, and that any stress
resulting from xylem maturation could be neglected.
These simplifying assumptions are a possible source of
error. The real kinetics of tissue maturation very proba-
bly results in stress gradients in both xylem and phloem,
which were neglected here although they could contrib-
ute to the bending of the half-segments. Finally, our me-
chanical formulation is based on beam theory and
focuses on longitudinal stress, whereas other compo-
nents of stress (radial, tangential, and shear stresses) are
non-zero, although they should be small compared with
longitudinal stress.

Tensile maturation strain in flax phloem
There are striking similarities in the structure and

chemical composition between G-fibers in flax phloem
and in angiosperm tension wood (Gorshkova et al. 2012,
2015; Mellerowicz and Gorshkova 2012). The estimates of
maturation strain for angiosperm tension wood vary de-
pending on the measurement method. Using traditional
stress-release methods, it typically ranges between –0.2%
and –0.3% (e.g., Clair et al. 2006b), i.e., several times less
than what we obtained for flax. More recently, an inverse
method, analogous to the one developed here for flax,
enabled estimation of the maturation strain of tension
wood inside young stems subjected to a strong gravit-
ropic stimulus (tilted and staked) and therefore devel-
oped severe tension wood. Maturation strain of tension
wood measured with this method ranged between –0.1%
and –0.7% for poplar stems and between –0.3% and –1.3%
for a diversity of tropical angiosperm species (Alméras
et al. 2018). The mean maturation strain we obtained for
flax (–1.5%) is slightly higher than the highest value ob-
served in angiosperm tension wood. Given the above-
mentioned considerations about possible experimental
and model errors, this difference may not be significant.
This tends to confirm that the mechanisms creating mat-
uration strain could be the same for flax phloem G-layers
and for tension wood G-layers.

Variations in maturation strain between plants had no
direct link either with stem size or with the proportion
of tissue (Fig. 5B; Table 2), meaning another parameter
(or parameters) determine the magnitude of maturation
strain. One of these parameters may be the surface area
of the G-layers, which are considered as the primary
source of maturation strain (Gorshkova et al. 2018). Their
surface area is not the same as that of phloem and may
not even be proportional to it in different plants. Further
investigations involving precise measurements of G-layer
area at different developmental stages are necessary. The
experimental strategy and theoretical model for evaluation
of maturation strain are now available for flax and other
plants with analogous anatomy.
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Appendix A
Step by step demonstration of equations

From eq. 3 to eq. 4:

(3)
��

xylem�phloem
�in vivodA � 0

⇒ ��
xylem

�xyl
in vivodA � ��

phloem
�phl

in vivodA � 0

Injecting constitutive eqs. 2a and 2b and recalling that
the moduli of elasticity and maturation stress are uni-
form within tissues, we have:

Exyl�stem
in vivo��

xylem
dA � Ephl�stem

in vivo��
phloem

dA

� Ephl�phl
matur��

phloem
dA � 0

⇒ Exyl�stem
in vivoAxyl � Ephl�stem

in vivoAphl � Ephl�phl
maturAphl

Solving for �stem
in vivo, we obtain:

(4) �stem
in vivo � �phl

maturEphlAphl/(ExylAxyl � EphlAphl)

From eq. 10 to eq. 11:

(10)

	 ��half section
�splitdA � 0

��
half section

x�splitdA � 0

⇒ 	 ��
half xylem

�splitdA � ��
half phloem

�splitdA � 0

��
half xylem

x�splitdA � ��
half phloem

x�splitdA � 0

Injecting eqs. 8a and 8b we obtain:
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Injecting eq. 9, we obtain:

(11)
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Moments of area of the tissues for cylindrical geometry
Let us consider a circle of radius R cut at a distance d

from its center (–R < d < R) (Fig. A1A). The moments of
area of the right part of the cut circle (relative to the line
passing through the center of the circle) are given below:

J∗
0(R, d) � R2[	d � sin(2	d)/2]

J∗
1 (R, d) �

2
3

R3sin3 (	d)

J∗
2(R, d) �

1
4

R4[	d � sin(4	d)/4]

with: 	d = acos(d/R).
Each tissue (xylem and phloem) is defined by its bound-

ary circles (Fig. A1B). Let us consider a ring of tissue defined

by Rin and Rout. The moment of area of its cut right part,
Jright
n �Rin, Rout, d�, can be deduced from the superposition

principle, after considering the following cases (Fig. A1C):

If d ≥ Rout : Jright
n � 0

If Rin ≤ d ≤ Rout : Jright
n � J∗

n(Rout, d)
If � Rin ≤ d ≤ Rin : Jright

n � J∗
n(Rout, d) � J∗

n(Rin, d)
If � Rout ≤ d ≤ �Rin : Jright

n � J∗
n(Rout, d) � J∗

n(Rin, �Rin)
If d ≤ �Rout : Jright

n � J∗
n(Rout, �Rout) � J∗

n(Rin, �Rin)

The moments of area of the left part can be deduced by
symmetry:

Jleft
0 (Rin, Rout, d) � Jright

0 (Rin, Rout, �d)

Jleft
1 (Rin, Rout, d) � �Jright

1 (Rin, Rout, �d)

Jleft
2 (Rin, Rout, d) � Jright

2 (Rin, Rout, �d)

Fig. A1. Moments of area for an asymmetric cut: (A) one circle, (B) two concentric circles of radii Rin and Rout, and cut at a
distance d from the center, (C) five cases of asymmetric cut. [Colour online.]
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